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All  vocab words  

1. Sequencing 6. Memoir 12. Where

2. Sensory 7. Narrative 13. Wear

3. Trespass 8. First Person 14. Ware

4. Allegiance 9. Second Person 15. We’re

5. Discipline 10. Third Person

11. Climax 

7th grade words                    Curriculum words                 Homophones



“General Vocab”
1. Sequence verb: to arrange in a particular order. 

Ex.  The school day goes in a sequential order. 

2. Sensory language noun. a way for a writer to help the 
reader see or connect with an image, description, action, or 
scene with sight, sound, smell, taste, touch. 

Ex. My dog splashed through the dark, thick, murky puddle! 
Sploosh, he plays! This pond stench will make me faint.



3. Trespass- verb. To intrude into a place. To violate rights or 
property. 

Ex. Joe has a “Keep Off” sign, to warn you not to trespass.

4.  Allegiance-noun. Having loyalty, devotion, faithfulness. 

Ex. You can show your allegiance to a country by joining the military. 

5. Discipline- verb. To make something obedient, to bring under 
control.

Ex. Mr. Walker disciplined his class by implementing a new behavior 
plan. 



Context Words
6. Memoir- noun. A story of a personal experience

Ex. Tom Brady wrote a memoir about winning the Super 
Bowl. 

7. Narrative- noun. The art of telling a story through 
connecting events. A story that has a specific purpose, or 
story line. 

Ex. It is tradition to pass down stories with strong narratives. 



8. First person- Writing from the writer’s perspective. Uses 
“I”, “We”, and “Me” words

Ex. “I can remember us walking to the park that day, we 
had fun”.

9. Second person- Writing where the writer is telling you 
to do something.

Ex.  “Based on history, you should volunteer your time…”



10. Third person- Writing about someone else’s 
experience. Uses “he”, “she”, “it”, “they”, “their” words.

Ex. “They were all laughing until she fell out of the tree.”

11. Climax- noun. An exciting or impressing part of an 
event or story. 

Ex. The climax of her speech was when she….



Homonyms
12. Where- adverb. To describe a place, location, or scene.

a. Where will the movie take place?

13. Wear- verb. To have on the body. OR To last a long time . OR To use up.
a. I wear jeans.
b. The material wears well.
c. The marker will wear out soon. 

14. Ware-noun. Manufactured items, typically pottery.
a. Traders in the market displayed their kitchen ware.

15. We’re- contraction. “We+are”.
a. We’re going to the mall tomorrow. 


